New developments in 2021

ScienceDirect provides access to more than 18 million articles and book chapters from over 1,750 active journals and 39,000 books to help users discover more novel science, use their time efficiently, and make decisions with the highest-quality scientific information.

Improving efficiency and productivity in 2021

- Faster and easier access to content with complex queries and platform upgrades
- Even better remote access for greater flexibility
- Quicker insights into search results with key extract highlights for articles
- Machine learning-driven recommendations of related content

Efficient search workflows

From early 2021, users can enjoy faster and easier access to content thanks to:

- Improved search and discovery using more complex queries that feature wildcards, Boolean operators and other expert search functionality
- Even better remote access, including the single-sign on (SSO) option that allows greater flexibility when working with multiple Elsevier solutions
- Faster page loading and other platform upgrades

These developments ensure that users can quickly and conveniently find the literature they need, meaning greater efficiency in their workflows.

Productive discovery workflows

Throughout 2021, users can gain more insights into the literature they find. ScienceDirect’s expanded application of machine learning techniques will enable:

- A swifter understanding of the research topic with key extract highlights, which show the main points of each article
- Quicker discovery of related and relevant content through article-related and reading history-related recommendations, ensuring that users don’t miss important information
- Easier access to foundational knowledge and credible reference material with our enhanced Topic pages

Deeper upfront insights into articles and recommendations for related content reduces search and reading times, improving overall productivity.

For more information, contact your sales representative.